Use of SHA-2 Algorithms with RSA in DNSKEY and RRSIG Resource Records for DNSSEC
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1. Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) is the global, hierarchical distributed database for Internet Naming. The DNS has been extended to use cryptographic keys and digital signatures for the verification of the authenticity and integrity of its data. [RFC4033], [RFC4034], and [RFC4035] describe these DNS Security Extensions, called DNSSEC.

RFC 4034 describes how to store DNSKEY and RRSIG resource records, and specifies a list of cryptographic algorithms to use. This document extends that list with the algorithms RSA/SHA-256 and RSA/SHA-512, and specifies how to store DNSKEY data and how to produce RRSIG resource records with these hash algorithms.

Familiarity with DNSSEC, RSA, and the SHA-2 [FIPS.180-3.2008] family of algorithms is assumed in this document.
To refer to both SHA-256 and SHA-512, this document will use the name SHA-2. This is done to improve readability. When a part of text is specific for either SHA-256 or SHA-512, their specific names are used. The same goes for RSA/SHA-256 and RSA/SHA-512, which will be grouped using the name RSA/SHA-2.

The term "SHA-2" is not officially defined but is usually used to refer to the collection of the algorithms SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512. Since SHA-224 and SHA-384 are not used in DNSSEC, SHA-2 will only refer to SHA-256 and SHA-512 in this document.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2. DNSKEY Resource Records

The format of the DNSKEY RR can be found in [RFC4034]. [RFC3110] describes the use of RSA/SHA-1 for DNSSEC signatures.

2.1. RSA/SHA-256 DNSKEY Resource Records

RSA public keys for use with RSA/SHA-256 are stored in DNSKEY resource records (RRs) with the algorithm number 8.

For interoperability, as in [RFC3110], the key size of RSA/SHA-256 keys MUST NOT be less than 512 bits and MUST NOT be more than 4096 bits.

2.2. RSA/SHA-512 DNSKEY Resource Records

RSA public keys for use with RSA/SHA-512 are stored in DNSKEY resource records (RRs) with the algorithm number 10.

The key size of RSA/SHA-512 keys MUST NOT be less than 1024 bits and MUST NOT be more than 4096 bits.

3. RRSIG Resource Records

The value of the signature field in the RRSIG RR follows the RSASSA-PKCS1-v1_5 signature scheme and is calculated as follows. The values for the RDATA fields that precede the signature data are specified in [RFC4034].
hash = SHA-XXX(data)

Here XXX is either 256 or 512, depending on the algorithm used, as specified in FIPS PUB 180-3; "data" is the wire format data of the resource record set that is signed, as specified in [RFC4034].

signature = ( 00 | 01 | FF* | 00 | prefix | hash ) ** e (mod n)

Here "|" is concatenation; "00", "01", "FF", and "00" are fixed octets of corresponding hexadecimal value; "e" is the private exponent of the signing RSA key; and "n" is the public modulus of the signing key. The FF octet MUST be repeated the exact number of times so that the total length of the concatenated term in parentheses equals the length of the modulus of the signer’s public key ("n").

The "prefix" is intended to make the use of standard cryptographic libraries easier. These specifications are taken directly from the specifications of RSASSA-PKCS1-v1_5 in PKCS #1 v2.1 (Section 8.2 of [RFC3447]), and EMSA-PKCS1-v1_5 encoding in PKCS #1 v2.1 (Section 9.2 of [RFC3447]). The prefixes for the different algorithms are specified below.

3.1. RSA/SHA-256 RRSIG Resource Records

RSA/SHA-256 signatures are stored in the DNS using RRSIG resource records (RRs) with algorithm number 8.

The prefix is the ASN.1 DER SHA-256 algorithm designator prefix, as specified in PKCS #1 v2.1 [RFC3447]:

hex 30 31 30 0d 06 09 60 86 48 01 65 03 04 02 01 05 00 04 20

3.2. RSA/SHA-512 RRSIG Resource Records

RSA/SHA-512 signatures are stored in the DNS using RRSIG resource records (RRs) with algorithm number 10.

The prefix is the ASN.1 DER SHA-512 algorithm designator prefix, as specified in PKCS #1 v2.1 [RFC3447]:

hex 30 51 30 0d 06 09 60 86 48 01 65 03 04 02 03 05 00 04 40
4. Deployment Considerations

4.1. Key Sizes

Apart from the restrictions in Section 2, this document will not specify what size of keys to use. That is an operational issue and depends largely on the environment and intended use. A good starting point for more information would be NIST SP 800-57 [NIST800-57].

4.2. Signature Sizes

In this family of signing algorithms, the size of signatures is related to the size of the key and not to the hashing algorithm used in the signing process. Therefore, RRSIG resource records produced with RSA/SHA-256 or RSA/SHA-512 will have the same size as those produced with RSA/SHA-1, if the keys have the same length.

5. Implementation Considerations

5.1. Support for SHA-2 Signatures

DNSSEC-aware implementations SHOULD be able to support RRSIG and DNSKEY resource records created with the RSA/SHA-2 algorithms as defined in this document.

5.2. Support for NSEC3 Denial of Existence

[RFC5155] defines new algorithm identifiers for existing signing algorithms, to indicate that zones signed with these algorithm identifiers can use NSEC3 as well as NSEC records to provide denial of existence. That mechanism was chosen to protect implementations predating RFC 5155 from encountering resource records about which they could not know. This document does not define such algorithm aliases.

A DNSSEC validator that implements RSA/SHA-2 MUST be able to validate negative answers in the form of both NSEC and NSEC3 with hash algorithm 1, as defined in [RFC5155]. An authoritative server that does not implement NSEC3 MAY still serve zones that use RSA/SHA-2 with NSEC denial of existence.
6. Examples

6.1. RSA/SHA-256 Key and Signature

Given a private key with the following values (in Base64):

Private-key-format: v1.2
Algorithm: 8 (RSASHA256)
Modulus: wVwaxrHF2CK64aYKRUi4LiH30KpFujbje17E82ydQW1HYWHfoGm
idzC2RnhwCC293hCzw+TFR2nqn8OVSY5t2Q==
PublicExponent: AQAB
PrivateExponent: UR44xX6zB3eaeyvTRzmskHADrPcmPWhnr8dxsNwiDGHzzrMKLN+i/
HAam+97HxIKVWNDH2ba9Mf1SA8xu9dcHZAQ==
Prime1: 4c8IvFulAVXGEwFLLFh5vs7fbdzC6U82fduE6KkSwk=
Prime2: 2zZpBE82ZVnL74QjG4zIN1dfH=EGEtjJ3RtaYDugve=
Exponent1: G2xAPFfK0GxGANvXidk1c9wOmmJ51mGbzkKFFNMk=
Exponent2: GYxP1Pa7CAwthM8SAG5Q4Zv2ofOMzgd6YFCNyeVpE=
Coefficient: icQdNRj1ZGPMjMuJm2TIadubco8X7V4y07aVhX464tx8Q=

The DNSKEY record for this key would be:

example.net. 3600 IN DNSKEY (256 8 AwEAAEcFsaaxdgiuuGmCkVI
my4h99CqT7jwY3pexPGcnUFtR2Fh36BponcwtkZ4cAgtvd4Qs8P
kxUdp6p/DluMObdk= );{id = 9033 (zsk), size = 512b}

With this key, sign the following RRSet, consisting of 1 A record:

www.example.net. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.91

If the inception date is set at 00:00 hours on January 1st, 2000, and
the expiration date at 00:00 hours on January 1st, 2030, the
following signature should be created:

www.example.net. 3600 IN RRSIG (A 8 3 3600 20300101000000
20000101000000 9033 example.net. kRCOH6u710QGy9gcP9
11isLncJcOKFLJ7GhI0ib4etYp5VE9RncRIShZdx85mW1MgNea
cFYK/1P1VYP4bwg==);{id = 9033}
6.2. RSA/SHA-512 Key and Signature

Given a private key with the following values (in Base64):

Private-key-format: v1.2
Algorithm:       10 (RSASHA512)
Modulus:         0eg1M5b563zqk4k5ZEOnWmd2/BvpjzedJvdfIsDcMuuhE5S3qf
Q7qmdaeM1C6Nf8DKGoUPGPXe66cC27/WRODtxXquSUytkO00kjDK
8KX8PtA+0+yBWy7UnZdyCkynO00Uuk8HPVtZeM0ipHt1AGVnc8V
jXZ1NKdyit99waaE4s=
PublicExponent:  AQAB
PrivateExponent: rFS1IpjbI1lFFGFC33B5D1c1eog08e81P4fFadODb5p6V7sphKa6
A7Qvx8NYAew6XV7FPAKtw41QdHn5kIYoxwfnFDJcUGza88qbj
yrDPSJenke2b1SMUS5Sg7yAMFZe0lkk6WSn6k3thUVRgS1qDoOV3
SEIAsrB043xGkKIVE=
Prime1:          8mbtsu9Tl9v7KSHDCEqprLIXQXlXz1zun5Tln/OjvXSUtvd7x
nZJ+LHqagbJidgMbCoq2U8004QVcK3TS9GQ==
Prime2:          3a6gkfs74d0Jeb7yL4j4adAif4fcp72rGt75SNRVDY/M4TERAK
Ma0TKN3okKEO4A7+x+VvK84mhT4QLD11Ec==
Exponent1:       v3D5A9uuCn5rgVR7gV8ba0/KspdsSilgoaA24zIblkvs7s7G
MvMTDu/Zglp12nplhbhs/S/Qd/MSwyN1x+C==
Exponent2:       m+ezf9dsDvYkQ+gzaOLWyEkq5xWYBEYFGa3BLocMfE4oxkJ23J
PZSWJ/hI1Fp5rV7aPP0Vmx+hNjYMPIQ8Y5w==
Coefficient:     Je5YhYpUron/WD0XjxNAxDuAp3i5X7U0UfhJcyIggqwY86IEOQ
/BK0Dw4SC9xnsI1mmdBXW2Izd8Lwuk8FCq==

The DNSKEY record for this key would be:

example.net. 3600 IN DNSKEY (256 3 10 AwEAAAdHoNTOW+et86KuJOWRD
plpndsvw6Y83nSVXyLA3DLrOuK6XO06pnWnjJQuj/X/AYhqFD
xj13On9u9/1k7Gc6Vr1Mr2ZtDCQ5FC1/D7QNPsgVsM1lJ2Q8g
pMztpNFLpPZI1WXjDtaR7ZQB123FY12ZTSmcorffCmholL
);{id = 3740 (zsk), size = 1024b}

With this key, sign the following RRSet, consisting of 1 A record:

www.example.net. 3600 IN A 192.0.2.91

If the inception date is set at 00:00 hours on January 1st, 2000, and
the expiration date at 00:00 hours on January 1st, 2030, the
following signature should be created:

www.example.net. 3600 IN RRSIG (A 10 3 3600 20300101000000
20000101000000 3740 example.net. tsb4wnjRUDnB1BUI+T
6MTXTThjVnG+eCkWgwjvvhzQl1dOYRoOeOCbxrYDy0xDtsuJRa
eUwelp94PzEWr0iGygZBwm/zypp+9fOuagYJRfDqfReKBzweOL
DiNa8if5g9Vnhpuv60P1vpxw9sA92X1bN1MBGK0fthPgzdLw
=);{id = 3740)
7. IANA Considerations

This document updates the IANA registry "DNS SECURITY ALGORITHM NUMBERS -- per [RFC4035]" (http://www.iana.org/protocols). The following entries are added to the registry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Signing</th>
<th>Sec.</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>RSA/SHA-256</td>
<td>RSASHA256</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>RFC 5702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>RSA/SHA-512</td>
<td>RSASHA512</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>RFC 5702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* There has been no determination of standardization of the use of this algorithm with Transaction Security.

8. Security Considerations

8.1. SHA-1 versus SHA-2 Considerations for RRSIG Resource Records

Users of DNSSEC are encouraged to deploy SHA-2 as soon as software implementations allow for it. SHA-2 is widely believed to be more resilient to attack than SHA-1, and confidence in SHA-1’s strength is being eroded by recently announced attacks. Regardless of whether or not the attacks on SHA-1 will affect DNSSEC, it is believed (at the time of this writing) that SHA-2 is the better choice for use in DNSSEC records.

SHA-2 is considered sufficiently strong for the immediate future, but predictions about future development in cryptography and cryptanalysis are beyond the scope of this document.

The signature scheme RSASSA-PKCS1-v1_5 is chosen to match the one used for RSA/SHA-1 signatures. This should ease implementation of the new hashing algorithms in DNSSEC software.

8.2. Signature Type Downgrade Attacks

Since each RRSet MUST be signed with each algorithm present in the DNSKEY RRSet at the zone apex (see Section 2.2 of [RFC4035]), a malicious party cannot filter out the RSA/SHA-2 RRSIG and force the validator to use the RSA/SHA-1 signature if both are present in the zone. This should provide resilience against algorithm downgrade attacks, if the validator supports RSA/SHA-2.
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